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A. Max is reading a poster right now. Please read the information and answer the 

questions.
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1. Please use one colour to describe the shop. 

○ A. Red     ○ B. Pink

○ C. Green     ○ D. Purple

2. Please use one word to describe the shop.

○ A. Charity    ○ B. Non-profitable

○ C. Environmentally-friendly  ○ D. On-line shop

3. Foldable Storage Container can be put in a/an (you can choose more than one answer)

○ A. microwave    ○ B. fridge

○ C. oven     ○ D. gas stove

4. How many places can you buy the products from? 

○ A. 1     ○ B. 2

○ C. 3     ○ D. 4

5. Where can you buy the soap bar?

6. Which product is the least popular? Why?

7. Which product is the most popular?

8. Which product do you like best? Why?
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B. Fill in the blanks with when / because / so that / so / although / but / while.

1.  Please let me know your thoughts  I can tailor-made a menu for you.

2.  I like him  he treats me well.

3.   May has a camera face, she doesn’t want to be an actress.

4.  Dicky is good at singing  he performs well in the concert.

5.  I can’t eat too much  I am on diet.

6.  Hong Kong is famous for shopping  lots of tourists visit Hong Kong 

every year.

7.  Don’t turn on the fan  there is no one in the room.

8.  We are going out for dinner tonight  I turn off the lights.

9.  Katy is not only a singer  also a composer.

10. I was taking a bath  the phone rang.

11. My brother is playing an online game  I am doing my homework.

12. She works very hard  fails many subjects in the exam.

13.  Kitty rehearsed many times, she still failed the interview.

14.  My dad just left home a  ago.


